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Rapid
Polish
290

SHINE? You bet your brass!
Dillon Precision has developed another exciting new
product to make your reloading faster and easier. Rapid
Polish 290 is the first cartridge case finish designed
specifically to bring a brilliant
shine (20 percent brighter
than tumbling media alone)
and a protective coating to
reloaded ammunition. Simply add several capfuls to the media in your tumbler and run. Rapid
Polish 290 has a great residual value and stays
in your tumbling media. You’ll use less each
time you clean your cases.
Rapid Polish 290 contains no ammonia, so it
won’t weaken brass cases!

8 oz. bottle.
Case (20 pc.)

Rapid Polish 290
D93-13804
D93-20255

$8.95
135.95

Dillon
Case
Lube

17

Rapid Lube 5000, Dillon’s aerosol cartridge case
lubricant, has been replaced
by an “environmentally correct,” non-aerosol case lube.
It works the same: Simply
lay your cases out, spray
lightly with one or two passes and you’ve done it. No
mess, no guesswork. Within
minutes the lubricant distributes itself around the
cartridge cases and you’re ready to load. Try a
bottle. You’ll never use a grease pad again.

D.C.L. Dillon Case Lubricant
8 oz. bottle
D93-13733
$8.95
Case (20 pc.)
D93-20256
135.95
Half and Half 10 bottles of polish /10 of lube
Case (20 pc.)
D93-21375
$135.95

Don’t Forget Polishing Media!
Crushed walnut hull polishing media –
quickly cleans even the dirtiest of cases.
15-pound bag D93-13287 $18.95

Little Red Dot
they would tilt their heads forward to see the target. If they focused on the front sight only, the
image of the target would “gray out.” All three
showed dramatic improvement when handed a
laser-equipped handgun. How is YOUR vision?
The single focal plane that a little red dot on
target provides not only assists with depth-offield problems, but also enhances your field of
view. Try this: the next time you’re at the range
put a life-size torso target up at about five
yards. Using your standard shooting stance, grip
your handgun with two hands and line up your
sights in the upper part of the torso. With a
vivid sight picture, can you see the bad guy’s
hands near his waistline? Can you maintain an
accurate index of your firearm on that target
while you scan your periphery for other
assailants? With a laser sight you can.
This same phenomenon also works to your
advantage when you are down, shooting weak
handed or in an awkward firing position. Last
December while at the range I discovered that I
had injured my right hand. That evening I was
doing drills involving shooting multiple targets
while moving in low light. After about 200 rounds
my right hand hurt so bad that I had to switch to
shooting weak handed with two hands. Even with
this switch the pain in my right hand got so bad, I
could only shoot with my weak hand. You talk

Ground corn cob polishing media –
the best there is for that final polish.
10-pound bag D93-13496 $10.95

Continued From Page 10
about an eye opener! I don’t think I had ever shot
“weak hand only” while moving in low light. I didn’t shoot very well, but with the laser I was at least
able to keep the shots in the torso. After I finished
that box of ammo, I went home thinking of all of
the times I’ve seen people who have temporarily
lost the use of their primary shooting hand from a
work- or sports-related injury.
Lethal threat management is also enhanced
by the laser sight. A few months ago in the
store, a police officer told me of a call he had
recently been on. Two officers had their AR-15s
drawn on an emotionally disturbed person with
a sword, and were issuing commands when the
third officer arrived. He dismounted from his
patrol car, drew his laser-equipped Taser. When
the officer put the little red dot on the perpetrator’s chest, he “dropped like a sack of potatoes.” None of those officers had to go on
administrative leave, or be involved in an
inquest about an officer-involved shooting.
Properly used, Crimson Trace Lasergrips can
help you correct bad trigger control. Whether you
are a strong shooter, injured or visually impaired,
it’s easier to put more shots on target quicker and
with greater accuracy with a laser sight. Batteries
still leave me a little cold, but the past three years
have taught me that when I see that little red dot
D
on the target, I can trust it.
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